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',Posters of the Week
\

Butte miners and shop workers, commencing this week, ere to
see prixe posters every week. They will be exhibited at the mines'
and shops'
. War Production bulletin boards and at the
. Park and
Main and North Main Street boards, dr-iving heme to all of us
,.compelling m,es!ages.
,
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messages in the interest of winning the war •

.

This series follows the series of thirty posters with which miners and others in th'e

Butte area are now familiar.

This new series is designed to bring home forcibly to all of

us the important role we play in winning the war. COPPER COMMANDO
issue to show a small reproduction of the current poster.
Look for this series on your own ~unetin board.
this series over a period of many weeks to come.
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In This Issue:
FRONT COVER

.__.

1

._!

•••_ •••

"Bushmasters," highly specialized jungle
fighters, apply "mud packs" to their
faces, to enable them to blend with the
coloring of the thick jungle. This prevents any of the sun's glare being reflected from their faces, as they patrol in
.the rainy forest of Panama.
BEFORE THE BLAST __

_._.4

Rock drilling is a familiar term around
the Butte Mines. It means just what it
says. The rock underground must be
drilled before it can be blasted. There are
three types of drills commonly used
around Butte==stopers, better known as
"buzzies,"
drifters, and jackhammers.
Here's the dope on their part in the war
program.
VANADIUM

IN THE MAKINC

6

Uncle Sam found that the metal reserves
and resources were short when the inventory was taken. But Anaconda came
through with the Vanadium Plant to help
him out. Vanadium is used to make hard,
tough steel. It is used for springs, high
speed tools and armor plate.
P·EOPLEAN D PLACES

_.._

8

Clara E. Dahl, the Industrial Nurse at
Great Falls, is known throughout the Reduction Works. She has been on the
Medical Staff for seventeen years and in
that time has endeared herself to the employees. Because of her work in infant
health supervision, she feels that the
plant children are all "her babies."
PLATTER CHATTER

_

_

10

Fire at the plant at Great Falls would
mean a real disaster in the American war
program. Realizing this, the boys at Great
Falls have banded together and have a fire
fighting. crew, headed by Ab Gray, chief.
New men are trained right along so there
wi II be sufficient and competent help 'in
case of an emergency.
/

..

Armed Forces. during thei,. vigorous training for "bush"
themselves

9

In this issue Mrs. Cecelia Whitehead, the
wife' of Billy Whitehead, a blacksmith at
Great Falls, gives us her slant on fixing
lunch buckets. Her suggestion is to plan
the lunch bucket at the same
time dinner
\
is planned. She believes in combining
foods for san8wich fillings. They are good.
too.
FIRE DEPARTMENT

This picture shows our boys somewhere on the war· front.
to the intense

he~t prevalent

•

warfare,

must acclimate

in these tropical outposts.

Your cop ..

per makes it possible for them to' do the job after they are used to the heat.·

•

•
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COPPER COMMANDO is, the official newspaper of the Victory Labor-Management Production Committees of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company and its
Union Representatives at Butte, Anaconda, East Helena and Great Falls, Montana.
It is issued every two weeks ••. COPPER COMMANDO is headed by a joint committee from Labor and Management; its policies are shaped by both sides and are
dictated by neither •••
COPPER COMMANDO was established at the recommendaffon of the War Department with the concurrence of the War Production
Board. Its editors are Bob Newcomb and Marg Sammons; its safety editor is John
L. Boardman; its chief photographer is Bob Nesmith; its staff photographer is Les
Bishop .•• Its Editorial Board consists of: Denis McCarthy, CIO; John F. Bird,
AFL; Ed Renouard, ACM, from Butte; Dan Byrne, CIO; Joe Marick, AFL; C. A -c
Lemmon, ACM, from Anaconda; [ack Clark, CIO; Herb Donaldson, AFL, and E. S.:
Bardwell, ACM, from Great Falls ...
COPPER COMMANDO is mailed to the
home of every employe of ACM in the four locations-if
you are not receiving· your;
copy advise COPPER COMM~NDO at 112 Hamilton Street, Butte, or, better still •.
drop in and tell us. This is Volume 1. No. 25.

,
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The troops of the U. S.
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I N the

Before
.

(

the
Blast'
•
When you. h·ear- the words "rocl(
arilling"
tount

around Butte,

you can

on it that they mean just

what the words imply.

The rock

.. nderground is always dl'illed b&fore it can be blasted. That's exact, Jy what rock drilling is-preparing

,the rock to be blasted

•
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old days rock drill development
was very slow. There were no machines. A
hammer and a drill did the trick. When
one man worked with hammer and drill,
he was single jacking. When two men
worked the ;ob--one ~an puttrng in the
licks with the hammer and the other
turning the drill in the hole as the hammering continued-it
was.known as double jacking. The boys tried never to miss
a stroke and records were made on just
that.
Then came the mechanical drill.
What is a rock drill? A rock drill is
a percussion tool in which a piston moves
back and forth wjJhin a cylinder and
strikes a drill steel which'is loosely held in
a chuck. The admission of the compressed
air which operates it is controlled by a
valve. The drill steel ordinarily used has
a small circular hole running through it
fongitlJdinally and is called hollow drill
steel. Either ai r or water may be forced
through the steel to remove the cuttings
fmm the hole. Depending upon which of
these two methods of operation they are
designed for, drills are classed as "dry"
or "wet." Modern rock drills strike from
1,600 to 2,200 blows per minute. Because
of the ceaseless pounding which it must
endure, its essential parts are composed
of high-grade alloy steels ..
The first drill used to drill rock after
the "hand hammering" days was the piston drill, called the "slugger." Later the
hammer dri II was patented by George
leyner.
It followed the principle of the
hammer striking the steel and was Considered a marked improvement over the

old by-hand method. Leyner also brought
out the hollow drill steel which enables
water to go through the hole by air pressure, thereby washing out the cuttings.
Another improvement on the Leyner
wasthe automatic feed which means that
the machine feeds itself as the bit GUts.
Now there is an automatic feed mechanism in the back of the machine so the
miners just push a lever and the drill is
advanced into the rock. Another lever is
pushed and the dri II can be removed from
the hole. This type of a drill is mounted
on a bar or an arm.
The first "buzzre" or stoper was an
adaptation of the "Leyner," but it had a
feed leg which ran back and forth to feed
the machine against the ground. lihis was
better known ps a "wiggle-tail." and was
turned back and forth by hand. The feed
leg called a "stinger," used today. can be
placed any place and the machine held by
hand.
A further improvement was to use a
water jet in the center hole in the steel to
wash out the hole and kill the dust. Automatic rotation has been found to be of~reat benefit. as well as countless other
improvements from the old days.
Differe~t types of rock drills are used
for certain jobs. In the Butte mines there
are three types commonly used.
Stopers, better known as "buzzies.··
the most commonly used drills in Butte,
are drills designed for drilling upward.
They are used for driving raises and drilling in stopes. That's a stoper which Adam
Alto is using in the lower picture page

"
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five. Note the safety stun in the upper
left corner of the picture, The safety stull
protects Adam from a slab falling. We got
another shot of the buzzie with Walter
Kozeal operating it in the lower right
on this page. Walter had taken over
for his partner. This picture gives you a
better idea of just what a buzzie looks
like and how it operates. See the lever
.which when pushed the right way forces
the drill into the rock.
Drifters are designed for horizontal
drilling and are used in driving all headings in drifts and crosscuts. S.everal types
of mounting are used, but the column and
arm are 'the most popular. In the upper
picture Paul Rowe is drilling a "lifter"
hole in a drift. The "lifters" are the bottom row of holes and they will be fired
last when the blasting takes place. You
can see the column to which the drifter
is attached.
Jackhammers, like you see Jet Ward
and Claude Crabtree operating in the
center right, are unmounted, self-rotated, hand-held drills used principally
for down-hole work or shaft sinking. They
are light enough to be held easily. The
hoses attached to the drills come from
manifolds at the ends of the air pipe lines.
The holes are all drilled downward to outline the shape of the shaft. The center
holes point towards each other forming
a "V,'" known as a cut. This cut is the
first part broken out by the blast. Jackhammers will put down holes as deep as
thirty feet. [ackhammers are also used for
plugging. That's drilling short holes and
boulders or in tight corners.

JULY 30, 1943

In the opposite page left picture
Olaf Stuhaeg is using a reverse feed drifter mounted on a bar. The reverse feed is
a stoper drill mounted on a bar similar to
the bar used for the drifter. It gets its
name "reverse feed" because the feed is
reversed. That means tbat instead of the
stinger running out to force the machine
against the ground. the feed leg remains
stationary and a piston runs out from inside the feed leg to force the machine up
to the ground. This enables the machine
to be clamped on the bar and used in the
mounted position shown in the picture.
It can also be used without the bar.
In the opposite page right picture
Blank (on top) and Leon Wayment
are operating a "Jumbo" drill carriage.
We decided that this was doubling up
against the Axis for there are two drills on
the Jumbo drill carriage, which are power fed machines, automatically fed forward and backward without a hand crank.
A lever controls its movement.

joo

• Around Butte, the miners usually
drill a little better than six feet, The hole
starts at two inches in diameter and ends
up at one and one-half inches in diameter.
Four bits are used in drilling a hole. Each
time the bit is changed a smaller bit-by
one-eighth of an inch in diameter-is
used to replace the preceding bit. That's
to allow room for the cuttings and in order that a sharp bit will follow a dull bit.
The used bits are returned to the bit
house at the mine and then sent to the
Hawkesworth Shop for resharpening. The
hard rock found in the Butte mines really
dulls them.

• S •

VanadiulD
·in·the
Making

..

The Vana.dium Plant at Anaconda was
like an answer to a prayer to Uncle Sam,
for he was short of metal when the inventory wa; taken. Millions of pounds
of high grade vanadium stee~ produced
yearly has helped lessen the shortage.

W HEN

Uncle Sam took stock of the
metal reserves and resources, shortly before the United States entered the war.
he found an alarming shortage of many
necessary war metals. Among this group
of metals was vanadium. Vanadium is
used to make hard tough steel which is
used for springs, high speed tools and
armor plate.
~
Anaconda
started
operating
its
Vanadium Plant in January, 1941, so you
know how timely its construction proved
to be.
The plant is located in the
Phosphate Plant for the phosphate rock
contains a small amount of vanadium.
In the normal operations of the phosphate process, the phosphate
rock is
digested with sulfuric acid. This treatment dissolves the vanadium as well as
the phosphate. Thus, the strong phosphoric acid (the product of the phosphate
plant's evaporators) contains a great proportion of the vanadium content of the
rock.
The strong phosphoric acid, containing dissolved vanadium, is pumped to the
Vanadium Plant for the removal of vanadium. This acid is treated with a chemical which causes the vanadium to form
an insoluble compound, which settles in
tanks like you see in the upper picture.
That's Gordon Olson sizing up the tanks.
Gordon isn't exactly. e little guy, so you
can judge the size of these tanks.
The devantized <that's after the vanadium has settled to the bottom of the
tank) acid is' drained off by valve connections and is returned to the Phosphate
Plant. The crude vanadium precipitate is
drained from the cone-shaped bottom of
the tanks and is sent to the vanadium
purification plant for the removal of impurities. In the upper left picture on the'
next page Burford (Buck) Ezell, foreman
of the Vanadium Plant, is making an
analysis for vanadium.
In the purification plant, the crude
vanadium precipitate is first washed. then
treated with chemicals which dissolve
the vanadium and precipitates the impurities. The slurry is filtered. The filter cake.
containing the impurities. is returned to
the Phosphate Plant and the filtrate, or
purified vanadium solution. is pumped to

.6.
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the tanks like you see in the opposite page
lower picture. There the purified vana- •
dium slurry is filtered through bags. The
cake impurities collect on the outside of
the bags and the purified vanadium solution filters through the bag and is pumped
to other tanks.
The re-precipitation is caused by the
addition of sulfuric acid to the purifiecf
vanadium solution. In the right center
picture we caught Jack Connolly cleaning
one of the red cake filters. The bin is full
of vanadium red cake. In the upper right
Vern Cameron is cleaning up around the
vacuum system for the Moore filters.
The red cake resulting from this
filtration process is first washed and then
it is dried in huge driers like you see in
the lower right shot. There are four driers
which have five shelves each. They dry
about a thousand pounds of vanadium
red cake at a time. Clif Foster was checking to see whether or not the red cake
was dry enough for sacking in the picture.
When the red cake is sufficiently
dry, it is bagged in forty pound sacks and
is ready for shipment. We got a shot of
Cordon Olson, in the lower left, checking
these bags of pure high grade vanadium
compound produced from phosphate rock
containing many impurities and only a
trace of vanadium.
It is now ready for
Uncle Sam to use in the hardening of
steel.

JULY 30, 1943
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People' (;' --Places
••

expectant mother is given instructions as
MOST
everybody working in the Reto her diet during pregnancy, and the
duction Works at Great Falls is well
baby's layette is discussed, so that only
acquainted with and sincerely fond of
the essential clothing need be purchased,
When the new mother returns home
Clara E. Dahl, pictured below with her
from the hospital with her baby, Mrs.
babies. as she calls them.
Dahl is at her service. She calls at the
At the Great Falls plant there is
home to, teach infant care and give ina Medical Staff of five physicians and
srructions as to the bath and the temperaClara Dahl. the Industrial Nurse. The
ture of the 'room. Later the baby is
staff maintains a suite of offices downbrought to the Clinic monthly for a
- town. Mrs. Dahl, who has been on t~e
check-up on his weight, diet and general
staff for the past seventeen years, creates
health. The mother is given help wit"
a great part of her own work. When you
her questions and problems on the care
talk to her, you know why she has the
of her child.
affection of the Great Falls folks. There
If anything abnormal occurs. the
is sincerity. an understanding of the other
child is taken to the doctor. who superfellow's problems. and sympathy in her
vises his health at the Clinic. Last year:
conversation and that comes only from
there was the case of a two-months prethe person rich in experience, undermature babe-birth
weight four pounds
standing and friendships.
and three ounces.
This baby left fhe
Mrs. Dahl makes visits to the homes
hospital after a two-month stay weighing
of the employees either at the suggestion
five pounds and nine ounces.
The
of the Medical Staff or at the request of
mother was carefully instructed as to the
the workers. These calls include bedside ' care of the child and Mrs. Dahl made
care, first aid treatment. check-up calls
daily calls for quite some time, for the
on post operative patients, infant health
baby could not retain its food. At the
supervision. prenatal and postnatal care.
end of the first year, the baby weighed
In addition to this, she assists the physieighteen pounds and fourteen ounces,
cians in office work for several hours each
Mrs. Dahl says: "The mother deserves a
day.
, lot of credit because this was a case requiring faith and perseverance to conquer:
One of the first things Mrs. Dahl
what seemed to be almost a hopeless
will tell you is about her babies. Last
case."
year one hundred eighty-three individual
plant babies attended the Clinics held
There is nothing in the world that
has the appeal as that of a helpless baby,
by her five days out of the week. A class
on prenatal care is held monthly which is
and when Mrs. Dahl sees many babies,
of great value to the expectant mother.
for whom she has helped care, grow to
Mrs. Dahl explains the growth and develbe fine boys and girls. she knows that her'
opment of the baby and the process of
work is worth while and everybody in
delivery with the help of pictures. The
Great Falls knows it is being well done,

LAZY CONTENTMENT
WAR
is so big that it spreads into
every person's daily life. It can be won
only by the individual efforts of every
",an and woman.

\

This is no time for a "breathing
spell" for anyone. Admiral Land recently
said: "We cannot rest on our laurels. We
must not be content with past achievements. The toughest days of this worldwide struggle for survival are still abead.
There can be no relaxation of effort by
management, labor, or government. We
must have full unity of purpose, full cooperation, full utilisation of every resource and every minute of time."
It's an easy thing to sit back and figure that you'll let Ceorge do it-that
your own effort wouldn't mean much
anyway and so what's the use. But that's
not the way wars are won. That's just
what the Axis want us to do--just sit
'back in laxy contentment and let them
get ahead.
Today the army, navy and marine
corps are in action. Their equipment and
supplies must be ready as they toss tons
of yesterday's supplies at the enemy.
Every bit of waste, every minute of time,
and every dollar we have is needed today
and that goes for every person, man or
woman.

I

Too often we don't think of our
waste. Take for instance waste paper,
which may seem very trivial to you. A
ton of waste paper will produce 47,000
boxes for small arms ammunit'ion, 3,000
boxes for aero-cannon shells, 1,000 packing cases for two pounder shells, or 1,500 .
shell containers. You say you don't have
a ton of waste paper, but YOU and YOU
and YOU have a ton of waste paper.
"
You and I must consider the winning of this war our own personal responsibility. We can't wait to be told to save
our supplies, our time, and do our job
iust a little better. We must go out and
find for ourselves what to do and then
we must do it. Each of us must get in
there and pitch and see that our part is
Clone better if this war is to be won.
There must not be la%y contentment on
our parts.

.8.

CLARA E. DAHL AND HER BABIES
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Platter
Washington, D. C., July 28
,THE old Capitol is steaming with humid4
ity again; this is the hottest spot we've
ever been in and we certainly think often
of the mild Montana days and cool nights
and plan to enjoy them again pretty soon.
The production of our special issue
of COPPER COMMANDO, devoted to the
Butte Labor - Management Committee,
has been received here with tremendous
favor, and we've just finished writing,the
boys on our editollial board telling them
all about it because they deserve a great
deal of praise for the splendid job they
did. So far as we know, this is the first
issue of a labor-management publication
put out exclusively for the purpose of
telling the Labor-Management Committee story. As our Butte readers know, we
told how the Labor-Management Committee idea came into being and how it
has been develop~d on a national scale so
that today there are close to 2300' committees in the United States. We also
told, in picture ana text forM, how the
Butte Committee was formed and how it
operates. We were fortunate in having
statements from Covernor Ford, from
Chief Justice Johnson, from Mayor
O'leary of Butte, and from officials of
the various CIO and AFL unions, all of
whom seem to feel that, while the LaberManagement Co-:nmittee's operation i.
not flawless by any means, still it has
come a long way in the past year and
that m,uch good can come from closer
labor-management relations.
There isn't any doubt that the
Labor-Management Committee idea is
showin~ signs of progress. Back here at
Drive Headquarters the men keep close
watch on committee activities. enc-ourag,(
ing and helping them as much as possible.
Reports submitted by. committees to
Washington are by no means fi~ed without a reading-they
are read ve.y carefully in most cases by men who attempt
to understand local problems and who
try to aid in their solution. Some of the
larger companies, whose production records are high, attribute a great deal of
their success to the fact that they heeded
the suggestion of Donald M. Nelson a
year or more ago and got together to help
win the war.
Of course, Hitler has labor-management co-operation, too, although he
doesn't have committees. Hitler Otakes,
it a point to see that labor and management pull together under the Axis plan;
this is done by holding a gun at the back
of both labor and management and telling them to work. It doesn't make any
'cIiHerence in an Axis country whether
you are employer or employee--both get
• raw deal from a dictator.
BOB N-EWCOMB
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(;hatter
Mrs. Cecelia Whitehead gives The
Commando Kitchen some tips on packing
a lunch bucket. She says the right tools,
all together in a convenient place, make
packing easier. Waxed paper should be
used for wrapping each food-it
keeps
the food fresh and appetizing. She also
makes some good suggestions for the
contents.

•
ltlRS.
CECELIA WHITEHEAD, show~
in the picture below, is preparing a lunch
bucket for her husband, Billy Whitehead.
Billy is a blacksmith in the Shop at Great
Falls.
Cecelia keeps within her strict
budget of red points by carefully planning her daily meals. Each time a meal
is planned, she plans for Billy's lunch
bucket the following day. 'She says: Hit
makes it so much easier to plan the lunch
-bucket at the same time I'm planning
dinner."
Billy is convincing proof that
Cecelia is packing the right kind of food
in the bucket as well as planning good
substantial dinners at home.
Cecelia has this to say on lunch
buckets:
"I don't think lunches have to
be, hot to be nourishing.
Well-planned
cold lunches can be just as appetizing as
a hot lunch .. ~ey can supply the necessary food requirements too.

MRS. CECELIA WH ITEHEAD

"I like to combine foods for the filf~
lngs of sandwiches,
One of my favorite
recipes is to grind equal parts of cold
meats .containing ham or ham itself, if I,
have it, and cheese. I mix a pimento and
a little chopped onion with it and add
enough mayonnaise so that it will spread
easily. Another thing I do is grind any
left-over meat and combine it with an
equal amount of chopped egg. I mix in
chopped pickle. or pickle relish, and
onion and mayonnaise. Fact is, ,I,believe
in combining foods for sandwiches, and
I use a great many left-overs in just that
way.
"If
have left-over fish, I flake it,
'Combine with chopped eggs, peas, sweet
pickle, or relish and mayonnaise.
De1
pending on the kind of fish, but very
often I add a small amount of grated
onion, chopped celery, or green pepper to
the spread.

•

"Cold foods should be freshly prepared and carefully wrapped and packed ;
so that they will be attractive and appetizing when the bucket is opened.
I
always wrap sandwiches individually in
wax paper. Salads and puddings I place
in covered paper or glass containers.
If
I use cake or cookies in Billy's lunch
bucket, I try to place them so they wiff
not be crushed by the heavier foods.
"This is what I try to include in each
lunch:
Meat, fish, poultry, -eggs, or
cheese, either in sandwich fillings, or in
salad. If I make a salad, I just use bread
and butter. sandwiches.
I always use
either whole wheat or enriched bread. I
try to get a vegetable in either the sandwich filling, the salad, or as a relish.
Fruit to me is a must in preparing a
bucket.
It can be either whole fresh
fruit, cooked fruit, fruit salad, or a fruit
p'udding, but I insist on fruit. I include
milk either as a beverage or in a pudding.

"Personally, I think celery, green
peppers, onions. chives. and carrotsfinely chopped-all
add to the tastiness
of sandwich fillings. Sometimes I use
one thing and sometimes another, but it
is surprising bow many good combinations can be worked out."
"I do like to use mixed fillings witn
several things in them moistened with
dressing rather than slices of lunch meat
and try to include a crisp ingredient in
the filling. I always like to have a sandwich moist, for I don't think anyone likes
dry sandwiches. I don't believe in skimping on butter.
I like to spread it generously and clear to the edges. The sandwich tastes better and the filling is kept!
from soaking.
I never put wet, drippy'
lettuce in a sandwich. Sometimes I do
wrap lettuce in a separate piece of waxed
paper and put it in. That way the lettuce
is kept crisp. The most important thing
in fixing lunch buckets is to vary the contents, that way the bucket wi II always be
appetizing. ,

..

...

Here is the crew all lined up with the hose cart
at'the Creat Falls Reduction Plant

•

"Fire
DeparilDeni
.

Fire is the foe of every man. But fire at
\
a copper· refinery can represent a major
disaster in the American war program.
So the fire fighting crew at the Creat
Falls Reduction Works is a fine group of
trained and conscientious men •

•
That's Dick Whitt-all at the left center, and in the
picture at his right, Ab Cray, Ray Lipton and
Hank Miller are handling the hose. At the left we
lee the boys trotting out the hose cart for practice
J
I
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WE paid

l

"

,

a pleasant visit to the Reduction Works and spent the better part
of a day with Ab Gray, chief, and Claude
Stanley, his able assistant, along with several other of the boys who took us on the
rounds.
It is' a complicated story. this fire'.
fjghting, but an interesting one: The
plant has forty-nine hydrants located at
convenient
places around the plant.
There are 2 V2-inch connections around
the plant-on
roofs and in buildings: The
hydrants are drained in the Fall but they
can be used at any time simply byopening the main supply valves.
for military reasons we can'tfell you
where the reservoirs are located, but
there are more than a million gallons always available and the Pressure House'
can deliver at the staggering capacity of
7,000 gallons a minute. There are two
emergency fire pumps on the Hill which
are used also as booster pumps to increase pressure high up. Incidentally, at
140 pounds pressure, it takes four sturdy
men to handle the hose. We took a oicture of some of the boys with the hose
operating at less pressure than that and it
was quite a job for them to hang on
'to her.
There are twenty-three fire alarm
boxes at convenient places around the
plant and sprinkler systems are scattered
all around the buildings.
-There are
25,000 feet of 2V2-inch fire hose around
the plant and seven hose carts with 500
feet of hose each.
One interesting thing about the fire
arill is tliat new men are constantly being
broken into the work. In this way the
plant is assured of sufficient and competent help in the case of emergency.
Last year, for example, 356 men took
part in fire drills. These are conducted
under the personal supervision of Ab
Gray. There are seven groups of men
and some five to fifteen are called for
fire drill monthly. The drill lasts about
an hour, and as far as possible new men
are called for drill. The day we were
there a crew of fire fighters .swung out
'the hose cart and went through a fast
hour's fire fighting drill. This. crew consisted of Sam Tambellini, Charles Hink'forth. Ole I. Anderson. Donald Swingley.
Harley Larson, Fred Kerbs, Jack McPherSon. John Heathman. Jack Moore. B. W.
Hendrickson, August Smith and Gioe
Peressni.
The hoses are tested regularly-we
followed through one of these tests and
~ot some shots of Ab Gray and Hank
Miller at the hydrant at the Watchman's
Station. Hank was in the Zinc Plant for
fifteen years before joining the fire
forces.
The f;':ce o'f the water as it comes
gushing out of the hose is really impressive. When Ray Lipton. who is one of
the competent corps of fire fighters. told
us that it would take three or four meti
to hold her when it got going. we
thought he was kidding us. But with the
JULY 30, 1943
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~ne of Ab Cray's duties is to inspect the fire alarm signals regularly-that's
Ab at the top. In the
pIcture below Claude Stanley examines one of the hoses and noz%les which are located at strategic
points about the plant

pressure on, it took the strength of three
husky men to keep the hose in hand. One
man stands on each side grasping the
nozzle firmly while another stands a few
feet back straddling the hose and holding it firmly between the knees. Once
in a while the hose wi II get away from
them (not very often, however) and the
nozzle will fly around like a snake in the
.gress.
Once a month tests are made on fire
extinguishers and we got a shot of Dick
Whittall, one of the foremen of the Fire
and Watching Department.
The plant
has a Ford pickup or fire truck which
patrols the plant twenty-four hours daily.
In this Way fires are detected quickly;
furthermore, Ab Gray. while he is con-

'

stantly on the move all over the plant,
keeps in touch with the telephone operators who are able to locate him in a matter of seconds.
The Fire Department actuallv falls
under the title of Fire and Watching Department; the watchmen and gatemen
are also under Ab Gray's supervision. You
can't move a foot within the grounds at
Great Falls without seeing evidence of
the precautions that are taken to prevent
fires and the pains to which the plant
has gone to guarantee that. in the event
fire breaks out. it will be-quickly stopped •.
It gives you a feeling of security to see
Ab and his able staff -Patroll ing the
plant, keeping an ever-alert and watchful
eye for signs of fire.

.·11.
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"Seahees

,

T HE

Construction
Battalions, called
the Seabees, are doing a whale of a job
in this war. These are the boys who are
out in front for the Navy, making roads,
building bridges, installing communic~ ...
tions equipment, camouflaging communications, and a thousand and one other
things to smooth the way for the Navy
in its conquest of the Axis.
At the upper right, we see the Seabees at an unidentified
island in the
South Padfic. These "Sheeps-foof " rollers compact the;earth for a' smooth, level
runway.
That's a narrow footbridge at'
the left which spans a jungle stream,
while in the lower left-hand corner, we
see ,the Sea bees at work bridging a low,
spot in a newly constructed jungle road.
Directly above, an agile Seabee scales a
jungle palm tree to which he is nailing a
cross-arm for telephone wire. (You don't
have to be told that there, is 'probably
Montana copper in that very wire.)
In
the picture at the bottom a paint sprayer
is being used by Sea bees to blend a hut
into the surrounding foliage.
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